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THE KEY TO 
THE 
FUTURE. 

THE IDEAS.

Heaps + Stacks have put together a varied selection of workshops, talks and
F&B sessions that all share the common theme of sustainability.

The next few pages showcase bespoke and innovative ideas, which explore
ways to re-use and recycle, raise awareness of current sustainability issues and
educate guests on the art of sustainable living.
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TO TA P IN TO KEY TREN D S.

The ideas outlined in th is deck prom ote the key trend of
sustainab ility and of being an eco logically conscious consum er.

TO M EET C O RPO RA TE SU STA IN A BILITY O BJEC TIVES.

M eeting ob jectives and KPI’s doesn ’t have to be boring or seem
like a chore. In these unusual and innovative sessions, the m ost
im portant ob jectives w ill be attained , w ithout guests even
realising.

TO GARNER GREAT PRESS.

W e w ill ensure that all potentia l PR m om ents and angles are
thoroughly thought through; creating organic press stories to be
proud of.

OBJECTIVES.



WORKSHOPS.

GET STUCK IN

Thought provoking workshops to inspire eco-conscious creativity.
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF PLASTIC.

This workshop teaches guests to think wisely about their
plastic waste and how they can reuse it in inventive
ways, giving it a new lease of life and more importantly
reducing the amount of plastic waste we produce.

Guests will get to shred and melt down their own
plastic waste and then learn the necessary steps on how
to form this material into a product.
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WORKSHOPS.
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WATER PURIFICATION SKILLS.

With reducing single use plastic at the top of the sustainability chat, in this workshop
guests will learn how to find, purify and sterilise drinking water. We can also couple
this with handing out branded re-usable bottles.

DIY SOLAR PANEL.

A thought provoking and fascinating workshop. Guests will make their own solar
panel USB charger using reclaimed materials. They will also learn how to test it and
connect the charging components required to provide power on the go.



SEAWEED ART.

In th is session guests w ill learn about the benefits o f various seaw eed
and w hat their properties are good for.

Fo llow ing th is they w ill be ab le to create their ow n natural art
through choosing from various species of dried seaw eed , prem ium
paper and m ounts!

An on site calligrapher can also inscribe the Latin nam e, or create a
personal m essage.
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DIRTY FARMING.

In this session our experts will be demonstrating
aquaponics, vermiponics and a recirculating eco garden.
We like to call this ‘dirty farming’ as it emphasises the
importance of breaking away from the highly sterile,
unethical and intensive farming systems we see today.

GROWING IN THE AIR.

In this workshop guests will get to grips with the
principles of growing plants by constructing a wick
watering system out of scrap. Everyone will go home
from this workshop with a lettuce to grow after being
shown how to construct a hydroponic hanging basket,
and with further instructions on how to make their own
living recirculation garden.
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WORKSHOPS.



WORMERY.

Guests will be shown how to make their own at home wormery so they can
recycle their unwanted food scraps to create nutritional compost to use in
their garden.

These do not require lots of space so guests can create these compost bins
even with limited outdoor space!
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MAKE A POLLUTION PERFUME.

Sniff and sample the sweet scent of smog as
you repurpose the delicate chemical bouquet
of pollution into your very own perfume.

BOTANICAL PRINTING.

Guests will connect with nature and their
creative energy using plants to create natural
dyes. This workshop is based on the Japanese
technique of transferring natural dyes and
pigments with a hammer to natural fibre
fabrics.

ANATOMICAL LIFE DRAWING.

Enrol in our art lesson with a twist as we
illustrate on naked skin how our amazing
bodies have adapted to cope in Earth’s
extremes.

NATURAL ARTS.



JAPANESE ART OF KINTSUGI.

U sing go ld seam s to breathe life into broken ceram ics, K intsugi is the
craft in w hich chipped , cracked or broken ceram ic p ieces are repaired
using a com bination of urush i (lacquer) and rice glue. This process
inadvertently resu lts in a decoration , the form of w hich is d ictated by
the breakage the p iece has suffered .

This introductory w orkshop w ill see guests take part in repairing their
ow n beautifu l ceram ics; show casing upcycling in the m ost interesting
of w ays.
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ALGAE TERRARIUMS.

Using glass containers guests will choose from an assortment of
Marimo moss balls in different shapes and sizes, gravel and aquatic
plants, to create their own underwater living world to take home.

With the expertise of our aquatic gardener, guests will learn all the
ways to tend and care for their underwater terrarium.

PLANT LIFE DRAWING.

Following the fine lines of plants, this session will see guests be stripped
back to their raw connection with nature by studying a variety of plant
species with heavy lines and indented leaves.

Guests will have the option of using a magnifying glass to pick out the
minutest of detail within the leaf, and from this guests will find patterns
and shapes they didn’t know before existed. Creating a beautiful art
work to be taken home.
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THE POWER IN PLANTS.

In this workshop guests will find
out what we can learn from the
senses (especially taste) in
assessing a plants medicinal action.

BUG HOTEL MAKING.

In this session guests will learn how 
to build and fill their own bug hotel 
to create a wonderful eco system 
for bugs to thrive in. Various 
natural materials will be used to 
artfully create!

RECYLED CANDLE MAKING.

This taster candle making course will
give guests the basic skills to create a
candle. Guests will be able to choose
a fragrance from the event inspired
range and will be guided through the
process of mixing, pouring and cutting
the wick. Each candle will be made
from the remains of old church
candles.

CONCIOUS SESSIONS.

BIO GLITZ.

Using plant-derived, biodegradable
glitter as an alternative to
petroleum based plastic glitters,
guests will be shown a variety of
eye and face patterns by our master
make up artists. From intricate
swirls and masterful outlines, this
workshop is perfect for getting your
guest festival ready.



URBAN GARDEN DESIGN.

‘Shinrin-yoku’, the Japanese for ‘forest bathing’ means bathing in the
atmosphere, or taking in the verdant greenery through our senses.

This workshop will give guests more confidence, clarity and peace of
mind via the medium of gardening.

Our expert will guide guests through some great tips and techniques,
tapping into their creativity when designing, planting and maintaining a
garden.

With this hands on guidance guests will leave with a freshly potted
plant of their choice as well as a watercolour garden design for their
own home.
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PANEL TALKS.

PERMACULTURE CHATS
Topics to inspire, teach and grow. 



CONTEMPORARY HOUSE PLANTING.

A conversation about the rise in house plants and urban greenery, this talk will
be followed by a planting workshop, where guests can take away a new low
maintenance pet for their homes!

BUILDING FAIR FOOD.

Sustainability is about more than farming practices. Without global social
justices, sustainable food systems are impossible. So… how to make that
happen?

EARTH DEBATE: CLIMATE CHANGE… WHY DON’T WE CARE?

It can be hard to conceptualise a problem so big… in this debate we delve
into the human mind as we discuss how to change our environmental
behaviour.
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SUSTAINABILITY 
IN COLOUR.

The conversation around sustainability is growing louder and louder 
and will be a key element of a brands success in 2020. 

A large part of the conversation is water pollution from industrial 
textile dying processes. 

In this session, our fashion and textile panel will highlight the key issues 
with the industry, toxicity of the craft and look at how eco-friendly dye 
technologies will be crucial for manufacturers moving into the future as 

the focus shifts to low-use or water-free alternatives. 
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CLEAN AIR IS A HUMAN RIGHT.

Pollution is at its highest and is the greatest health problem facing cities. In this
session, guests will learn insights from most recent research on the global
perceptions on climate change, define the specific problem areas and showcasing the
progressive ideas on how it is all being tackled.

OXFAM WASTE-SAVER.

What happens to the clothes you drop at charity shops? This talk will teach guests
about the Waste-saver project at Oxfam; how it contributes to sustainability in
fashion, where the donated clothes go, and the wider humanitarian benefits of the
program!

THE PROBLEM WITH PLASTIC.

Everyone is talking about the problem of plastic waste. Eight million tonnes a year
ends up in the ocean alone. How did we get here? And what can we do about it?
There’s no shortage of touted solutions, both large and small. Guests will join our
panel of experts to find out which ones will work and what’s at risk if we don’t get it
right.



FOOD AWARENESS
Subjects to spark conversation and debates. 

FOOD + DRINK.
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FOOD EDUCATION.

KNOW WHAT YOU’RE PUTTING ON YOUR PLATE.

Our urban farm will show guests how they can support regenerative 
agriculture whilst teaching them to improve their health, local economy and 
the global ecosystem.

FROM SEED TO STOMACH. 

Get food transparency in this session as the panel discusses how food systems 
really work. 

WHAT FOOD WASTE.

This session is all about the top tips and tricks to avoiding food waste in the 
home kitchen.  Sharing secrets about up-cycling your waste into delicious 
dishes and transforming carrot tops and vegetable peels into delights fit for a 
party.   With a few homemade food waste snacks to accompany this talk.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT.

EDIBLE FLOWER LOLLIPOPS.

Based on being able to recognising edible
plants and flowers in the wild, in this
workshop guests will have fun learning how
to make edible flower lollipops.

ENERGY BALL MAKING.

This workshop will be set-up as a miniature
kitchen, and guests will learn how to make
the latest food craze – raw energy balls.
Packed with protein and with so many flavour
combinations, our expert will teach guests
what goes with what, will provide information
on superfoods and will help guests make their
own energy ball collection.

U RBAN D ESK FARM IN G .

In this workshop guests will be given their
own micro-grow kit and will learn how to
plant, care for, and tend to growing their
own healthy office salad leaves – from
spinach to arugula. A fun and healthy office
incentive, guests will learn how to harvest
salad greens to be able to grow them all
year round!
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A LITTLE GARNISH

HYDROPONIC BAR. 
We suggest using Hydroponic Farm as part of the bar to add an exciting visual element whist also teaching guests 
about this new sustainable way of farming. With the help of a Hydroponic Farmer guests will have the option to 

garnish their cocktails with freshly trimmed the herbs from the eye catching display.



YOUR PLATE, OUR PLANET: FOOD OUR LAST LINK TO NATURE.

Our global food system expert works on sustainable diets, food and nutrition
security and agricultural diversity, and will be teaching guests a thing or two on
how he advises companies on food sustainability and more.

ENTOMOPHAGY: THE HUMAN USE OF INSECTS AS FOOD.

Insects have been eaten by humans from prehistoric times to the present day.
Come test your taste buds’ comfort levels with insect-based delicacies, all
whilst learning more about the history of entomophagy and future of food.

WHY DO YOU EAT WHAT YOU EAT?

Why do we eat what we eat? How do we decide where to buy food from?
What drives us to make the food choices that we do? Leaders of various food
perspectives join to create a discussion on what what, where and why of our
food choices.
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MIX AND MUDDLE 

WILD COCKTAIL MAKING.
Take a dash of nature , a sp lash of booze and a good glug o f experim entation , shake them  all together 

and you’ve got a w ild  cocktail m asterclass!

O ur forager, brew er and m ixo logist w ill ta lk guests  through a se lection of classic cocktails w ith a 
hedgerow  tw ist, g iv ing you the opportunity to taste an array o f new  flavours and w itness the alchem y of 

m aking delicious drinks from  nature’s liquor cab inet.

Th is cou ld  a lso be rehashed as a w ild  beer b rew ing session .
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FERMENTATION WORKSHOP.

We propose kick starting interest in the "forgotten" process of preserving
vegetables. The session is intended to encourage users to pickle their leftover
food – everything from unused carrots to watermelon skin – rather than throw it
away. Guests will also learn how to make kombucha and kimchi to takeaway.

EDIBLE ORBS.

we can offer sustainable edible water orbs which are bubbles of liquid made from
a digestible seaweed extract– which guests will want to capture on camera.

ZERO WASTE PICNIC.

Eating from banana peels and sipping from glass jars? We can create a zero waste
picnic for your brand in the most premium manner; working with relevant food
waste charities to create a truly sustainable experience.
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ABOUT US.



Acting with integrity, and doing the ‘right thing’ is embedded
within Heaps +Stacks culture. We are unique in the fact that
we have aligned our operational and delivery processes, with
OHSAS 18001 – Occupational health & safety management,
ISO 9001 – Quality management & ISO 14001 –
Environmental management.

Our management systems and procedures seek to ensure
that Heaps + Stacks business practices conform to all
applicable laws, regulations and ethical business principles, as
well as developing a culture of safety and integrity.
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OUR APPROACH
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WHATS NEXT: 
PLANNING  

PRO JECT M AN AG EM EN T

Once the activity is signed off, the Project Manager will provide
production plans and activation notes which will schedule and describe
all elements of the set-up, including the styling elements designed to
prompt photographs.

CONTRACTING SUPPIERS

All suppliers will be contracted and managed by Heaps + Stacks
ensuring a high quality production from start to finish. We will develop
and share briefs, kit lists, social media plans and event plans with each
individual supplier.
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STYLED FO R SH A REA BILITY

All of the experiences we create (from leather crafts to floristry) are
designed to feel exciting and highly photographable. Each guest will
receive their own set of tools, individual materials and creative support
from our team of event coordinators.

SU PPO RT O N SITE

Alongside the specialist creatives required for the job, we also supply
Event Coordinators and Project Managers who manage the set up and
running of the events on site. Our team are very experienced, hugely
friendly and come dressed in uniform to suit the look of the event.

WHATS NEXT: 
ON SITE 



We specialise in producing engaging workshop activations and
environments which creative moments sit within.

Our high detail and rich design aesthetic celebrates the work of
genuine artists and craftspeople (whether its contemporary basket
weavers or glass blowers) who help us to create something very
intricate and one-off to perfectly compliment our clients tastes and
style.

Heaps + Stacks client list spans across fashion, lifestyle and property,
with the team of talented event co-ordinators having executed
international concepts for the likes of: Regent Street, Nike, Google and
The Soho House Group.
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ABOUT HEAPS + STACKS.

H EA PS + STA C KS IS A C REA TIVE W O RKSH O PS A N D
EVEN TS A G EN C Y.



HEAPS + STACKS 
Studio 2.03

Food Exchange
New Covent Garden Market

SW8 5EL
+44 (0)7792 516264

INFO@HEAPS-STACKS.COM 


